
 

ITN-Serie Fact sheet 

 ITN-Serie 

Dry storage systems for storing sensitive and corrosion-prone products. 

Flushing: with dried compressed air, nitrogen or argon 

 

New: Leak test according to ISO 10648-2, class 1 

 

Technical description 

The dry storage cupboards are ideal for storing moisture and oxygen sensitive components such as (Clockworks, hands, printed 

circuits and optical components etc.) The cabinet can be gassed with dried compressed air, with nitrogen or with argon. This 

depends on the required residual moisture. 

A high-precision control with a very precise humidity sensor automatically regulates the preset humidity value. 

 

Function / construction 

Flushing: 

The atmosphere in the cabinet is regulated by purging using the inlet and outlet valve of the respective compartments. When the 

cabinet is closed, the consumption of nitrogen / compressed air is practically negligible. 

Regulation of the cabinet atmosphere: State-of-the-art control with humidity or oxygen sensor. The freely selectable setpoint is 

automatically regulated within the upper and lower setpoint. The controls are easily accessible in a separate technical cabinet 

and are arranged above the compartments. 

Cabinet body: 

All parts of the hinge body are made of laser-cut aluminum components with the highest manufacturing accuracy. The pre-

assembled components are powder-coated and stove-enamelled. With this method, all connection points are absolutely tightly 

connected. All colors (RAL) are possible. 

Windscreens: 

The front windows are made of toughened safety glass and can be produced in the following versions :, brown tint, gray tint or 

transparent. 

Connections 

Voltage: 230 volts, 50 Hz. Max. 10 A 

Compressed air / or N2: coupling plug 

All other dimensions are possible on request. 

 

OPTION / accessories: 
Drawers, regulation of humidity or O2 per vertical compartment, ESD protection, wheelchair accessible with pallet roller, on 
castors, alarm function when the setpoint is exceeded, lockable, with door monitoring. 
 
Design types: 

 
 
 
 

Do not hesitate to contact us, we are happy to meet your individual requirements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions about  

your Inertec team 
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